Attendance (subject to change)
You are expected to attend ALL classes and complete ALL academic assignments on time, unless there is a conflict with competition and other arrangements are made with the instructor. Other absences from class are to be avoided. Each head coach has his/her own disciplinary rules and regulations for unexcused absences.

Absence Policies for Athletic Events
University policy allows attendance policies (excused/unexcused absences and make-up work) to be established by each instructor. The student-athlete is responsible for discussing possible absences and policies regarding make-up work with each instructor at the beginning of the semester to prevent misunderstandings later in the semester. All such discussions and schedule changes MUST occur during or prior to the first class meeting. As a student, it is your responsibility to find a class that works with your schedule and complete the addition or dropping of courses yourself. It is not the responsibility of your academic advisor, the NCAA Eligibility Officer, or the Compliance Dept.

If you are unable to attend class because of a game, it is YOUR RESPONSIBILITY to inform your instructors and complete assigned work (i.e., quizzes, tests, etc) PRIOR TO departure for the competition, unless other arrangements are made.